Business Talk
Dr. Fred Cook, a top bushier* educator, still spr-ak at
the annual dinner of the S.Is
Department of Buminesw
ucation Friday. All Interested
persons should contact Dr.
51aNnell in the Business Office in Building O.
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Made By Langan

In Academic Council

Director of Union
Denies Charges

Heated Debate Over
Equal Representation

EDITOR’S NOTE: The following article is part of
continuing series
discussing the controversy surrounding tho College Union.

the students pay for it and yet it
is for the benefit of the students,
faculty, and alumni. To this Barrett said, "The philosophy should
By JOHN ROBERT MUIR
be a ’college Union’ - - an opporSpartan Daily Staff Writer
tunity for students, faculty, and
Ronald Barrett, director of the staff, plus alumni to come together
College Union, yesterday refuted under one roof for many services
statements made by Bill Langan, and activities."
ASB ViCe president, regarding the
NOT CONTRIBUTED
College Union and its board of
"The faculty ancl staff have not
governors.
contributed financially, although
Referring to Langan’s comments several have served with their
in Thursday’s Daily about the time and energies on planning,
Board of Governors approving the etc.," said Barrett.
statement, " . . neither the Col"I understand that a faculty
lege Union building nor any fea- committee will be soliciting funds
ture of its construction will be fmm the faculty this year. Also,
decided upon without the approval the state has contributed the land
of Student Council .
", Barrett for the building on a $1 a year
said this was not true.
lease."
Barrett also said that the snack
NO EVIDENCE
"There is no evidence in the bar and the Bookstore within the
minutes of the College Union new College Union are ex-pected
Board of Governors for meetings to make $100,000 a year for 10
held in 1966 that any such state- years. This money has been offered
ment was approved," said Bar- to the College Union Board of
rett in a prepared release. "I’ve Governors, according to Barrett.
"The games area, including the
gone through all the minutes that
bowling lanes, are expected to
we have on file."
Regarding Langan’s statement bring in an estimated $15.000 to
in the same article that "The Col- $20,000 per year," Barrett said.
lege Union Board of Governors
NEW SERVICES
has given no consideration to the
"The building will provide many
needs and desires of the students," services not now found on the
Barrett replied, "Top ASB officers campus," said Barrett. "It should
have consistently been on the Col- be a place to go on the weekends
lege Union Board of Governors ’a real student center.’ The ballover the years of planning." My room will be used for ’rock grOtilxs
estimation of such a statement is and light shows’ as suggested,"
that this is one person’s opinion. said Barrett. "In addition, there
A review of the minutes and ac- will be lounges, art exhibits, mutions of several years seems to sic listening, etc."
indicate substantial student inConcerning the staff of the Colvolvement at all times," Barrett lege Union, Barrett said, "The Unsaid.
ion staff is paid fmm College
On the question of the students Union funds, which come basically
voting to place the bookstore in from the semester fee assessed all
the College Union Barrett said, students. These are not ASB
"Five years ago the Bookstore was funds," stated Barrett.
not included in the plans submit"There is no assistant program
ted to the students. All such plans director on the staff now, and one
are tentative and Boards subse- will be hired only when the need
quently add to or subtract from is apparent," said Barrett.
such estimates as they judge the
"I don’t believe I ever saki or
changing needs and circum- implied this: ’that while programs
stances." said Barrett.
are increasing and expanding, I
Langan stated in Friday’s article am projecting the program level
on the College Union that although at the 1960 level." It seem.s init was named College Union, only consistant," said Barrett.
-

Info Second Day

Investigation Continuing
An ASII committee appointed
last week to look into recruiting
and scholarships in the Athletic
Department meets for the second
straight day in a closed -door session this afternoon at 3 in LN6.10.
The committee, named jointly
by ASB President Dick Miner and
SJS President Robert D. Clark,
met yesterday in Dr. Clark’s conferenee room "to establish procedures," according to Rich Van
Winkle, newly elected chairman of
the committee.
Van Winkle was chosen chairman at yesterday’s session, and
Dr. Rudy Cook, counselor in the
Student Personnel Office, was
named secretary.
The invest igat ion, approved
unanimously by Student Council,
was launehed last month by AS13
Treasurer Dave Aikman after the
United Black Students for Action
lodged complaints with hls office
of unfair recruiting policies in the
Athletic Department.
The eommittee, composed of
three students and three faculty
inembcrs, "is attempting to secure
answers" in each of the following
areas, Van Winkle said: 411 the
alleged impmper recruitment of
students, including grants-in-aid:
(2) the policy of the Athletic Department regarding the. administration of recruitment and grantsin-airi; 13) responsibility for the
program if divined itnproper

Interviews for is). Student
Council positions will be held
in the College [’Mon 315
South Ninth St., Thursday,
Friday and Monday, from 2-5
p.m. Applicatiorni are available for juniors in clear academic standing.
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Job Interviews

committee; i
the role of the faculty representative in determining
eligibilty; and (5) discrimination
against Black students in recruitments and grants-in-aid.

Photo by Lance Johson
CONSUL GENERAL DAVID BEN-DOV
... ’peace through negotiations’

Israeli Consul General

BensiDov Emphasizes
Peaceful xistence

By liARY
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
"Peace through negotiations and
not blood through war" is the requirement for lasting peaceful coexistence in the Middle East, Israeli Consul General David BenDov emphasized Monday.
Speaking before approximately
75 students in .1C141, Ben-Dov related the position of Israel before
and after the six-day war (MayJune, 1967), and the future expectations of his country.
"We have seen a sudden sneak,
unpremeditated attack against Israeli position.s in the Suez Canal.
"We have seen preparations by
Egyptians to try and change the
Middle Ea.st by means of ,A111’.
"We all wish the war had never
taken place," the consul general
stated. "It was forced on Israel."
"ManY (IMMO hoped it WU.% a
’war to end all wars’ to bring
;lib; LtdsedoMe Peaceful co-existence,"
In the months immediately following the war, Israel saw the Soviet Union "pouring arms into
Egypt," he stated.
"The U.S.S.R. is trying to gain
a foothold in the Middle East and

it has hostile policies toward Israel," Ben-Dov stressed.
A local dispute between Arabs
and Israelis was aggrevated by
the introduction of the "Cold War"
into the Middle East - the Soviet
Union and the United States moving interests into the area, according to the Israeli consul general in San Francisco.
Israel had to invest large
amounts of money in defense preparations, he stated, instead of
spending it for domestic purposes.
A U.N. resolution passed unanimously by the Security Council
in November, 1967, brought forth
these basic points, which he stressed:
- -To guide the agreement of
respect for the sovereignity and
independence of all nations in the
Middle East.
To provide for forces to be
withdrawn from territories occupied during the war, but only
along bordrrs that were secure
and recognized.
To develop a just and lasting
peace.
- To bring an unreserved and
unqualified end to war.
But this resolution, according to
(Continued on Page 3)

By GARY PERGI.
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The issue of equal student representation on committees on the SJS campus again was sliced
Monday’s session of Academic Council.
open this time at
During discussion on the appointment of an Ad-Hoc Committee to study student and faculty
il, the question of who was to appoint the student memrelationships with the Academic C
bers of the committee was raised.
Dr. Lowell M. Walter, professor of counseling and testing, moved that until a definite policy
is issued, two student representatives to Academic Council, Grady Robertson and Roger Lette,
should sit on the ad -hoc committee.
In the past, student government, mostly by tradition, has been respottsible for the appointment
of students to committees.
Walter’s motion lost following
a period of lengthy and heated
discussion.
Robertson, suppoiting the motion, cited a lack of action by student government in the appointment of cotranittee members as
ASB President Dick Miner yes- lems at San Francisco State as It
justification for the move.
"If you go to student govern- terday announced his support of relates to SJS arid other state colment," he said, "all you get is a today’s SDS-proposed student leges and universities."
He called the t.rustees’ order to
lot of procrastination, and little walkout and rally.
The walkout is called for 10:45 suspend SFS Black instructor
action."
a.m. and the rally will be from 11 George Murray "politically motiTWO PROBLEMS
Lette, agreeing with Robertson, to 12 in Morris Dailey Auditorium, vated" and "paranoid."
Miner added he was trying to
explained that two major problems according to SDS spokesmen.
"I support the purpose of the get SFS ASB Pres. Russ Bass to
exist now in the College Union.
First, he said, the ASB presi- walkout and the rally," Miner said, speak at the rally, although he
dent doesn’t have enough time for who is scheduled to speak, "which doubted if he could.
According to Ron Stutz, SDS
Jhe consideration of appointing is to more fully acquaint SJS stu1, student personnel. Secondly, the dents with the nature of the prob- member, there would "definitely
he at least one "SFS stttdent
I process of interviewing in the Colspokesman, if
have to drive up
lege Union is t,00 involved and
there myself to get him."
time con.suming.
in front of the
speaking
Stutz,
Dave Aikman, ASB treasurer,
Administration Building, which
told the council student governSDS began picketing Monday, said
ment is slow in making appointthe rally will be aimed specifically
ments "not because we haven’t
at the SFS situation.
taken the time, but because we
Besides speakers, an SDS "agitdon’t have enough students willing
prop" (guerilla theater), patterned
to belong to a committee which is
group which perhopelessly inpmportionate in stuScholar-in-Residence Alan Watts after the SFS
last Friday’s rally, will
dent representation.
will speak tonight at 9:15 in Mor- formed at
"I can’t convince a student to ris Dailey Auditorium concerning perform.
Although the rally will be mainbe on a committee of 17 faculty "Symbol and Reality The Parly to support SFS students in their
and two students," he said.
able of the Dollar."
bid to re-hire Murray and gain
Jack Holland, chairman of the
The Zen Buddhist advocate will
committee on committees, replied deal with America’s "success" in mom money for their Black studies
that "there are some committees governing the world by use of program, Stutz said the rally will
with 50-50 representation to which verbal and mathematical sym- be open to students who might
you haven’t yet appointed stu- bols. Watts maintains that these want action on other subjects.
Foremost among these, he said,
dents."
symbols "have gone to our heads."
would probably be the controversThus, he argues, Americans conBROKE IN
ial nine-unit load proposal and the
Aikman said this would he a fuse money with wealth.
issues it has raised concerning stuinterpretathe
example.
on
"Specializing
specific, isolated
dents.
West,
broke
thought
to
Robertson
Eastern
of
point
tion
At this
SDS has COMP 011t in favor of
in, contending that the reason ap- particularly in Zen Buddhism,
the proposal on the condition stupointments were so scant was be- Watts has become known in the
dents don’t stiffer should the pmcause "members of student. gov- United States as one of the most
posal go into effect.
ernment won’t get off their butts stimulating a nd unconventional
Also speaking will be an AFT
to find students to sit on com- philosophers and lecturers," Schol(American Federation of Teachar-in -Residence Program Director
mittees."
ers) representative, who will exAikman retorted, "This situation Nancy Atkinson explained.
plain that body’s position on the
Born in England in 1915, he
exists for the very reason that I
them received his early education at iSSUeS.
object to you sitting here
are three students on this com- King’s School in Canterbury. At
hiarkham Reviews
Seabury-Western Theological Semmittee of 60."
James Jambs, professor of F.ng- inary in Illinois, he earned hi, Psychiatry Books
"The Myth of Mental Illness"
lish and adviser to student council, Master’s Degree. Watts pmeurd an
told the Academic Council if he Honorary Doctorate of Divinity and "Law, Liberty, and Psychiatry" by Thomas Szasz will be rewere given a list of student posi- from the University of Vermont.
At 20, he wmte his first book. viewed today by Dr. David Marktions open, he would see that they
were filled.
The Spirit of Zen. while involved ham, assistant professor of speech,
in the World Congress of Faiths at 12:30 p.m. in Cafeteria A and
in London. Since then, he has B in a faculty book talk.
rscrIrsxsirtaxster
written 20 hooks including: Wisdom of Insecurity, Nature, Man
and Woman and Psychotherapy
East and West.
Watts has appeared on 39 video
SAN FRANCISCO (APIFrus- taped lectures on non-profit Olintrated faculty members at San eational stations across the counFrancisco State College, although try and has delivered numerou,
critical of the trustee’s decision to radio talks. Ile has been guest
reopen the campus immediately, lecturer on colleges and univerinformally agreed classes should sities throughout this country, Compiled from .%ssociated Presto
Europe and Japan.
SACRAMENT() -- Finance Diresume trxiay.
The 54 -year-old theologian has rector Casper Weinberger disNearly SOO of the 1,300 faculty
at SFS gathered to join in a com- served as a service consultant in closed yesterday another year of
munity blast at the trustees at mental institutions and at the skimping IVFLC in store for the University of California at Berkeley
mid -morning yesterday, but after C. G. Jung Institute in Zurich.
and t he st a te colleges, &spit e
the smoke cleared, most of the incriticism from Assemblyman Winstructors contacted admitted they
field A. Shoemaker ID-Santa
saw no other course hut to ret’onsiderahle high cloudiness Barbara) that he was ignoring the
open the campus shut down a week
this morning gradually thicken- plight of the state colleges.
ago.
Three poSAN FRANCISCO
above the ing throughout the day. OccasLeo NIcClatchy,
strains of "My Country ’Tis of ional light min beginning to- licemen were shot yesterday when
Thee" sung hy students outside night, but ending before morn- they stopped a truck, armarently
the building, called the trustees’ ing. (leering tomorrow. High fleeing from a holdup, vtith "Black
action "The most serious thing I today at Srlf4: 64. Rain prob.. Panther Community Services,"
ability fin per cent tonight.
lettered on the outside.
have eer seen."

Miner Supports Walkout,
To Speak at Rally Today

Watts Speaks
In Auditorium
On ’Wealth’

Classes Resume
At SFS Today;
Profs Dissatisfied

Today’s
World News
At a Glance

Today’s Weather

r
LEADING DRAFT RESISTER Dave Harris passes a cardboard box, with the omega sign standing for the Resistance, a+ last Thursday’s draft
card turn -in on the steps of the Sao Francisco

, by Terry Wilsen

Federal Building. One man is shown puffing his
card in the box; the man on the left is elsou+
to. Twenty-six cards were turned in from SJS.
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Kenyon Jordan:

Smug Theorv
Behind Defeat
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Editorial

SFS Opens Today
"art Francisco State re.opens today
atom.

fine edurati(mal

a

what

-and

-pliers. there will be.
(;letin

Chamellor

I ...liege

state

that

NIontlay

Detinke

if opening

the college immediately means -maximum serttrity again,t disruption and
lw it. -

ioletirc.

NN ell. tuday there will he deozens
dozens of reporters. and maybe
.1 Icov faculty and students at SI

1111’, 1/11t of the issue. l’res. Smith antl
the :I S student body knew what Nlurray.- ’motives were for his actions,
why didn’t Dunike? The college votild
leave dealt adequately with George
NIttrray.
The second mistake. was the closing
iolettre ran not be. tol-

of the campus.

erated. 14Itst of all on a (ollege campus. 1/estruction (of college property
despirable. Pres. Smith. afraid bor
1.111111’11hi. 11014141 1111%11
Of 11

all

the liv

an education.
1.414)kitill hark over the past week.
two verv -clients mistakes were mad,

1111. 1’111

.,1

have maintaito.d calm on catimus if
given the cooperation of the student
body and the. administration? True. 110

try im. to get

fir -1 \1.1- 111, -111011:11111 Of George
Murray front his teaching and student
activ

If the college administration

believed

that

bad

Illurray

rules of the college. then
hav

proceded

through

v iodated
it should

Chancellor l/ttnike. and those who
Mitt.

should

have

kept

11111. I

the

police

their

lives and property are at stake then
police are a must.
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c011ege
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"statement
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and

other class

S V611 111’11411 1411.

111111 1111. 11111/lie at large.

"*....1motrtg rillwr !relief it, are the following:
f
It
improe the quality of inirticti....
-ow,. it vsill allow the teacher
;icor.. ton, i or keeping abreast of new olohi- arca of interest and for
.1,
r’io pmalion for hi- I Le,r0 iiiii
it
allOn dee, Whel Spend signifi,:catit amounts of their time itt research or
creatie actilities
rleoft lime Its
_
pursuits will
t
classroom’
.,
II will put the state colleges in a
.11
:r.00looro hnorable position for hiring faculn.
e helieie that an "aerossdlie-boare
rdti,Iiiin in leaching IOW’ 111/1 11(11 11I I lie
I o, I
low se. tiring the additional
time
for a.111,%ing the goal- -et
ler.litial teaching a-signments
..i.11 .1- those alre.1.1% proposed for grailtiand those .1.iisotted in the recent
morandum from Chancellor Duinki are
sortli
of further stook. We support the
\ woolemie 44444 1(.11 Of SJS in its study of
e are aware that thise prothe-, plans.
la made effectie
if
fonds are made ivailable. Ati implementation of thcse plans under the
current Imolgetar% rcstrictions would mean
old\ that .111111 teachers woold lie assigned
1111
10:111. 10 allow others to receive
This we eatinot approve.
NI.. .1, plore am reduction in teariiing

Guest Articles
The Daily will consider and is seeking Guest
Editorials and Guest ROOM-9 from SJS stu-dents and faculty members on matters affecting the campus and its students.
Arrangements for writing such materials
may be made with Richard Battin, Daily
:Associate Editor, between 2 and 4:30 p.m. In
.-the Daily Office, JC208. Final decisions on u.se
’,of guest articles are reserved to the Editor.
‘ Guest copy should be typed double spaced
,on a 40-space line.
oiet---"

Soldier’s Poem; Rude Smokers

14)e. coming 1111 ratoptis. Why mot blame

Against Ills Will

those who created the need for the

Editor:

police?

Enclosed. you will find a poem written by
an old high school friend of mine who was
drafted almost two years ago; this poem was
written shortly after he began to see what
the Army of the United States is all about.
He was drafted, trained to kill, and sent to
Vietnam all against his will. Several times
he contemplated desertion. He knew what is
happening in Vietnam went against everything he had ever believed in. In one of his
letters, he wrote, "I find the hardest thing
for me to do over here is to keep fmm going
crazy."
So, Bill Stone was drafted (against his
wall. Oh, I forgot one other thing: on Oct.
29, 1968, Bill Stone finally got out of the
Army; Bill Stone was killed tagainst his will,
I’m surto.

12 -Unit Load Stand Explained

helie%e that the current 12 -unit load

Thrust and Parry

kit when

I/1111re

Guest Room
ED,TOR S NOTE: The following was submitted by
Lawrence B. Lee, president of the SJS chapter
of the American Association of University Proti thair official pofessors (AAUP). It rep
sition on the nine-unit load controversy as approved by the Executive Committee. The position
has not yet been ratified by AAUP mambars.

"Mr. Nixon and I have agreed on an orderly transition of the
South Vietnam government as well ! "

authorities

Nrid it’s no tow blaming the police

its out’

machinery.
oilier

N iolenee again proved tri-

umphant.
( multi not

loads that are made soolok ion the basis of
an increase in class size. VO e support the
idea that 111. should investigate the lion.
sibility that some classes, particularly lecture seeti llll

may be increased in size

without seriously lowering the quality of
insinic

. This may be especially true if

Donald R. Caylor
At6363

suell large lecture sections are part of a
g.eneral plait that includes smaller groups

beyond death

for disciossion of lecture material.
stroie.d% urge the Academic Council,
tlic stateosiolo. kcadentic Senate, the Chan.
ecllor and the Board of Tnistees to make
all poesible efforts to improve the quality
of eduoation in the state colleges In
dime consideration of adjustment of teach.
ing assignments.
e urge the Trusteo to
seek the additional financial support
needed to imph.nient
h changed
assignments.
NNI. believe that some of the benefits of
redttetion in teaching load could be realized In additional terhnicall, clerical and
assistant posit’ s. Recent budgets cuts in
area of eollege services have greatly
increased the load 011 the individual
teacher.
e urge Chancellor Otimke and
the Berard of Trtietere to take
Hate
and inasshe att.
too secure additional
airirporl pers
di/ nell approve arbitrary refusal to
teach classes as the nwthod for securing
the much needed improvements described
o believe that such efforts constitute a breach of our obligations, that
they would seri llll sly impede the educa.
lion of our stuolents in already overerowded colleges and that they would
have the effect of di% ioling the faculty on
an issue where
of purpose anol of
action is essential.
We helie%t that academie responsibility
and academic freedom go hand in hand.
Thal Ne have a right to expect adequate
flooding of quality educat
in the state
vallege system by the people of California
lerstood by all faculty. Quality education must include 1111. adjustment of
teaching assignments and a reduced teaching load on a local college basis where it
is warranted by the nature of the assign.
mem. On the other liantl. the faculty has
the responsibility to the public at large
to ensure that the educational process is
not disropteol by the actions of a portion
of the state college faculty in pushing for
a system-wiole nailer
of teaching load.
Approeil.

l’he Executive Committee
S.ISC Chapter, A.A.U.P.

Lawretwe

Lee, President

Really all we know
is that we are here.
I am not afraid of death
becau.se, when the shadow
of death appears
a light will shine.
That is why we are here, alive,
just to find out as much as we can,
because it will help us in death.
Don’t get stuck in one Place,
learn as much as you ean
because all we know in life
iti what our senses pick up.
when we die we just have
the memories.
The mood of your life will
prevail at death.
One should try all moods,
picking up on life, by changing
the scene to beauty and love,
or whatevel he wants his heaven
to be.
If you live an ugly life
you will be stuck with
ugliness for eternity.
that is Hell!
One must learn how to change
the scene all the time to
something he himself sees
as beautiful. Beauty for eternity.
that is Heaven!

Rude Smokers
Editor:
As Campus Closeups in the Nov. 15 is.sue
of the Spartan Daily so nicely stated:
"Smokers at SJS never had it so good." Yes,
they never had it so good. Student and faculty
smokers at San Jose State College flagrantly
smoke in classrooms and hallways conspicuou.sly posted as no smoking areas and no one
makes them cease this messy and habardous
practice.
The altitude of "After all, doesn’t everyone
smoke?" seems to prevail. Have those who
"Just gotta have another cigarette" ever
thought about the janitors who have to work
extra hard to clean up ashes, stubs, and burn
holes on the asphalt tile floors’ Has the
shortage of funds at &IS been considered? The
money allocated for expensive repair and replacement of desks, floor tiles, wa.stebaskets,
and other equipment damaged by eareless
smokers could certainly lx put to better use.

In consideration lor the welfare of all students, may I note that the air conditioning
systems in our classrooms are not capable of
removing cigarette smoke from the air. People
occupying rooms are formi to inhale the accumulated smoke against their wishes. In addition, may I inquire if you have ever walked
down a crowded hallway, only to have someone burn you or your clothing with his or her
dangling cigarette?
As I am a non-smoker, I am in the minority.
Since the majority rules, smokers may feel
that I have no right to complain. Smoke if
you must. but please look around to see if
you are in a smoking area. If the smoker
finds himself in a restricted area, then he
may go outdoors or some other place where
smoking is neribitted. ’Before lighting up,
show some consideration for others. It is
more than politeness.
AIIII 111(.111.111. (i1(14111
A6410I

There is a theory bel
I the election
defeat of Proposition 3 idle S2.10 mill.
bond issue for state colleges ;mil t iii i i ersities
It is
smug, pat ’beton that liberals love to relate as a kind of -I-tololyou.so’’ slap on the wrist io students.
I.iberals appear to lor :14ttnig -to much
mileage out of the proposition’s ,Ieloiit. in
faet. I find myself wondering if they umil,1
be less happy had it passed.
The theory gilt, 1.01111111/11g like this:
Linter normal circumstances, the %,,i jog
public would have seen the iimpiosti,on.
able logic of and need for the b01111
However, the campus disruptions of recent years turned tlw public off from its
former empathy for higher education. The
public didn’t know %%hat the disruptions
were about. but it knew damn well it
wouldn’t gise its hard-earned money to
students who would only use the money
to create iiiii re turmoil. So the proposition
lost.
Of course, liberals rapidly assert. mar
the pithily for its narrms
can’t cond
outlook. litut 11114.
:dim., had students
been a hit less voeiferotes itt their loin ities
such a terrible thitig as the failure of
Proposition 3 might never have occurred.
In other words. if stuilents
want
the next bond issue to los.. then thco’d
better cool it.
Perhaps that sounds like a threat. It
shouldn’t. I.iberals have the students’ hest
interests at heart.
That is why if students walk mit of
classes today to attend the SOS rallv.
erals will shake a wa
r!.
but 16..11411v
finger.
Look. tlio will say. vou’re jeopardizing
your chances for i
doer bond issue. You
don’t want that to happen. do you? Sure.
you think 1) doing this you will be supporting the San FrImeisco State stuolenis
and fighting racism and making your own
inore roIwiant
inhicat
hot what will
the public think? You’d better hustle haek
to your classes before it notices.
This said. the liberals will sit haek and
watch, unashamed at losing the public’s
ignorance as a club. and scared to death
students for once may rise up and sport’
what that doh stands for.
Seared to death that sintlents will answer them: Another propositi iiii
is fine
but our dignity is better.

Staff Comment

Electoral College Antiquated
By GARY RADI \
The last presidential election almost
had to lx handed over tto tho House of
Representatives because of what was too
elose to a deadlock in the eltctoral college.
It may seem unfair that all of California’s votes, as represented by the (leetoral college, go for the winner in the
popular voting. regardless of how close
the margin might he.
system allows the more populous
states to increase the effect of their votes
by using all of the loser’s electoral representation in adoliti llll to what the winner
-tIf In otlitr words. the
receivt41 by I
winner takes all, and the loser gets nothing
of votes that
regardless of WHIP mill
he might have gotten.
Alaska anol Nevada’s electoral representali llll of tltree votes each look rather pitiful against California’s 40 electoral votes.
Admittedly California is more populous,
yet if Humphrey in the last election was
to have gotten 20 of California’s 40 electoral votes. and the same were to occur in
other states, the smaller states, position
would increase in importance.
wonder how all t this
It makes
started.
The voting public was considerably different when our C(mstitution was =lisle.
t going into lengthy reasons,414. it
Witl
suffice to say t:oat the framers of our C
stituti tttt thought that the election of I
president shouI41 be done indirecly.
Apparently many of our lawmakers
agree today, since nothing has been (lone
about the electoral system.
Neverthwless, our politicians urge 11P to
get out anol vote. Our news media try to
keep UR informed with every hint of behavior that might be interesting to) readers. Our education system requires courses
in the history and political government of
our country.
In theory then. the people have become
an informed electorate, capable of per.

forming their own judgments in the oting
booth.
opt tells
Yet the electoral college c
us that 991’ are not that capable htlf that
partisan selections should vote for us.
Ar hat liapptned to a vote for llomplirey
in the California election? For all intents
and piirposes it was given 10 N1X011,
111. carried the entire state’s electoral votes.
try gotten so costatrsalir
Has this c
that something drastic must oectir before
our elected bodies of government can make
a move?
Must a statesman die before a conscience-stricken congress can pass %hat the
statesman fought for?
Must our electoral college proniole los
voith a disaster beforo our "responskeit?
government sees fit to do away
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Birth Control
Talk Today
By Dr. Wood
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"Voluntary Sterilization," a lecture by Dr. Curtis WocA, former
president of Pennsylvania League
for Planned Parenthood, will be
presented today at noon in Morris
Dailey Auditorium.
Dr. Wood, a medical consultant
and lecturer for the Voluntary
Sterilization Association, Inc., has
been a practicing obstetrician and
gynecologist for 30 years.
Dr. Wood is convinced that "involuntary. irresponsible parenthood
compounds man’s mmt serious
problems from the world-wide
population explosion to family difficulties in achieving harmony and
emotional stability." according to
director Barry Bonafis, College
Union Program Board.
To help parents limit their
families to the number of children
they can care for. Dr. Wood
stresses that expanded educational
programs on all aspects of birth
control, including voluntary serilization, are essential.
Dr. Wood has appeared on numerous television and radio shows
including the Tonight Show, Joe
Pyne Show and Les Crane Show.
He ha-s addressed medical societies, hospital staffs, medical
schools, and universities throughout the country.

Over 18
Blood Donors
EARN $40 per mo., $10 per
wk. $5 per plasma collection.
Whole blood donor paid $5
per collection. 40 Bassett St.,
San Jose 297-6535.

Where
elbows
are out,
Pendletons*
are in
l.00

t

Correction

a correction in ’setsterday’s PIC contest. The tiebreaker gm-talon
read:
Ilan many xeldele% %AM mo
qua! t,r to park in the t4rIS risulTIVESthdrir garage 1r
Fridas, not 311in1)Ali 11/
dts’s to Fritlo.
All entries, to MN t%iiIt’s
mu+t
.1 p.m. Thuri.daa.
.1wit till lint ihe elm) blank and
being it
the Spartan
room, .1(’20ti.

Academy Award
Movie To Play
Saturday Night
"A Man For Ail Season-
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They’re authentic 100% virgin
wool Pendletons, to be sure
but tailored with a taper, box
pleat, hanger loop, button-down
collar and bobbed -off sleeve.
In plaids, stripes, checks. Great
Fall colors. S -M -L -XL.
TOO 0

"PeNDLETON’’,
Pli
14r1W
,
1

INNIS

ALWAYS VIRGIN WOOL

-41 Martinez

nien’s wear
Fins’r AND SAN CARLOS

\ JOSE

ARTISTS
READ HIS!
.1 publishing firm in Campbell needs talented
graphic artist i lllll iediately to design a single
poster. featuring THE DOORS. to be nationally
marketed. FEL: *1:2.000. For information call:
SPARTA GRAPHICS INC., :1"78-8000, Mon. tliru
rri. Ask for Dale Schiller. This offer applies to
SJS students only.

the
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1967 Academy Award skinning
movie, will be shown Saturday at 1011111111111111111111111111111111111111W1111,111111N111111111111116111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111011111111
2:30, 5, 7:30 and 10 p.m. in Mor-

Photo by Lance Jobson

"HAPPINESS IS A WINTER in Hawaii" So
said the members of Sigma Phi Epsilon and Alpha Phi who buil+ +he float tha+ took firs+ place
in the C division of Saturday’s Homecoming
Parade. Second place winners in C division
were Sigma Kappa and Sigma Pi with +he
theme, "Happiness is SJS at a Bowl Game."
Third place was won by Chi Omega and Lambda Chi Alpha wi+h "Happiness is a Good R.F."
In A division, Delta Sigma Phi and Delta Gam-

ma took first with "Happiness is Harmony."
Honorable Mention wen+ to Sigma Phi Epsilon
and ’Happiness is a Yellow Submarine." In B
division, Royce and Moulder Halls won first
with "Happiness is a Smile," followed by second place winners Alpha Chi Omega and Sigma
Alpha Mu with "Happiness is +he World on a
String.’’ Third place went to Hoover and Markham Halls with "Happiness is Pre-Reg."

Ben-Dov Advocates Peace,
Not War for Middle East
(Conthrued from Page 1)
the Israeli consul general, had opposition from the Khartoum Resolution by neighboring Arab nations.
This opposing resolution is a major stumbling block to Israel’s attempts at peace, Ben-Dov indicated. Its provisions included "No
recognition of Israel, no negotiation with Israel, and no peace
with Israel."
Despite the opposition, Ben-Dov
said his country has continued to
press forward with peaceful methods of solving the problem.
Israel’s position, according to
Ben-Dov, is that it has offered
ideas for peace and proposals for
ending boundary disputes, but aS
long as the powers behind the
Khartoum resolution refuse even
to consider negotiations reaching
a Just peace is that much more
difficult.

Lent..

:Oise

NPARTAN nAnsS
inlxr 20, 196N
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NINE-POINT PLAN
On Oct. 8, 1968, Israel introduced a nine-point peace plan to
the General Assembly of the U.N.
The major proyisions were:
To facilitate the work of the
U.N. representative in working out
a peaceful settlement.

t,11 that

i1.0

Father McNamara
To Speak Today
On ’Tune In’
"Tune In On the World," a lecture by Father William McNamara, founder of Spiritual Life Institute in Arizona, will be presented today at 3:30 p.m. in JC141.
His talk, sponsored by the Experimental College, will deal with
the meeting of East anti West in
the ecumenical movement, and the
new theology needed to comprehend it. In his attempt to "update
Christian theology. Father McNamara "explores ways religious life
can embrace the secular spirit of
modern times," Experimental College Chairman Doreen Bauman
explains.

WHAT DO YOU GIVE
TO THE GIRL WHO
HAS EVERYTHING?
Promise her anything but
give her Arpege. Perfume
from $8.50 to $5.00. Eau de
Lanvin from 3.50. Dusting
Powder $5. Arpege fluff $5.
Arpege Spray $6. See our
handsome gift sets at our
perfume counter today.

10th Street Pharmacy
loth & Santa Clara 294-9131

ris Dailey Auditorium.
Sponsored by Alpha Phi Omega.
admission is 65 cents for the Mtn
which also received awards for its
brilliance and imagination.
Paul Scofield won an oscar for
his portrayal of Sir Thomas More.
scholar, statesman, philosopher.
wit, and extraordinary model of
Ftenaissance genius.
Also starring is Wendy Hiller.
Orson Welk’s, and Ste.iinnith York.
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GREAT DAY
FOR AN
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INNOVATION!

NOV. 30TH
WATCH FOR IT

/

7

$550
$325

To provide non -aggression ’ Jordan are human beings too."
Now Arabs in Israel and Israelis
pacts with other countries.
To suggest cconomic coopera- lin Jordan can cross the border of
I the two countries.
tion with area nations.
To protect Israeli shipping in
2. "It is known frcim Arabs in
What other gift is so sentimental, so perthe Suez Canal and the Straits !Europe that there are quite a
of Tehran.
few liberal occupations that would
sonal, so timeless and cherished as the
adopt a general slogan, ’yes, we
ENCOURAGE5IENT
diamondthe time-honored token of love.
(but
"Despite the nine -point peace have misunderstandings,
When only th,3 finest will do, choose with
plan, there has been no acknow- let’s do it through political conledgement from the other side," frontation and not war."
confidence from Proctor’s outstanding seBen-Dov stressed.
3. Although he said this third
lection of carefully chosen diamonds.
"We have drawn encouragement point was "wi.shful thinking" on
from the experience of the SiX- his part, it is a consideration that
day war," he added. "We came the big powers, especially the
NO MONEY DOWN TERMS TO SUIT YOU
ANGELO’S
face to face with Arabs, who have U.S.S.R., sit down and discuss
been intoxicated with anti -Israeli the differences among the counSTEAK HOUSE
ideas."
tries peacefully to prevent a reBut, he continued, "we have occurance of the Middle East war.
SPAGHETTI
lived two years of peaceful coSPECIAL
existence" since the 1967 war.
91 SOUTH FIRST STREET
All you can eat
He said they have had trade
307 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
for only
and cultural exchange with Arabs
Both Stores Open Mon., Thurs., Fri. Evenings
on the west banic of the Jordan
River. "We have differences, but
Monday through Thursday
we have human relationships, giv72 E. Santa Clara
en the will of governments, to have
peace and growth for the benefit
The Flamenco. a famous Spanish 4.444,0"",,AW,Ieet.Wiei"..1Wie...V.,ototot4WW.
of the Middle East."
dance, will highlight the dance ,Z
Jerusalem should be an united
studio hour today. Chris Cadena ;%
ctiy, he continued, "a city of
will perform the dance, and give
peace, not war. The interests of
lessons afterward for Orchesis, a
Moslem and Christian religions
dance organization.
are not forbidden in the city. The
The theme of the studio hour
city shall remain united and not
from 6 to 7 p.m. in PER262 will
an area of battlefield" as it was
be to portray the ethnic dances
during the six-day war.
of countries from Indonesia to
OPTIMISTIC
Panama.
The Israeli consul general con"The dances," says Cecelia Bowcluded his 45 minute talk with man, coordinator, "including group, 0
,‘
three "optimistic pionts," as the solo and couple performances, will 0
0
moderator, Dr. Niax Kramer, pro- show themselves as an art form 0
fessor of mathematics, asked him rather than merely entertainto give.
ment."
1. The war "has proven that
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
Arabs on the west bank of the

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

Settlimentaland

VetchtdE

Students Portray
Ethnic Dances
At Studio Hour

$1

How Would You Like To
WIN
A Posh All Expense One Week

SKI VACATION AT
SUN VALLEY IDAHO

NEED

Co-Rec Admission
Tonight
Food Can
Admission price to tonight’s CoRec, set for 7:30, will be a can of
food per person, which will be
given to Operation Thanksgiving.
The food collected by Operation
Thanksgiving, sponsored by Associated Women Students and Circle
K, will be given to needy families
in the San Jose area.

See

The qaiieot
BARRACKS 15
_

BARREL’S

Win an all expense paid
holiday for two in fabulous Sun Volley, Idaho.
Flying roundtrip first
class via Western Airlines. The winners will
enjoy Their one week
stay in a luxurious $52,
000 Condominium apartment. Meals will be provided by any one of nine
Sun Volley dining spots.

Also included, complete
use of all lifts, daily Ski
instruction, morning and
transportaafternoon,
tion to and from slopes,
plus the use of Sauna,
and two heated swimming pools. Drop by the
shop and fill ouf an entry blank. Consolation
prizes, for some of the
unlucky losers include:
Fischer Skis, and Lange
Boots.

No Purchase
Necessary

Featuring Top
Quality Rentals

INCLUDES

Off en,r,ih

Fish & Chips
Large Order Fish & Chips
’alf Order
Shrimp ’N’ Chips
5 per SI
Chips 25c

MOO
554
8 for
B11-50
Soft Drinks 17e

Lunch, Wed.-Sof., Noon -I0 Pim
Mon.-Tue., 4 p.m.-I0 p.m.
Phone Orders 2934259

Barrel’s

South ilth

& San Carlo; (ne,t to Speedee 7-11)

Sales
287-5363

-4gL
800 So. Bascom
San Jose, Calif.
California’s Outstanding Ski Specialists

Rentals

286-4848

Food
to Go

Beer &
Wine

mbar. 20, 19613
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Graphics for Sale
In Gallery Exhibit

S(11 &
Pizzeria

numbered
Major t.. 1.
original loo ,.
incised
processes.

A sale and exhibition of
graphic art by 24 American
printmakers and members of
SJS’ faculty, is on display this
weck in the Little Gallery.
The graphics, which range in
prier from $45 to $200. are from
Original Graphics Ltd., in Los
Angeles.
The black -and -white and colored io: int. Ivor. been ,ignerl ;Ind

’Our total is homemade"

347 S. 1st.
th,ti,,)
CY 7-1136

rhe principle of incised or
I kglio printing is the opposite
ol relief printing. using grooves
,rIel indentations in a metal plate
print.
The 1.ittle Gallery is open
1 p.m, daily.
9 a.m.

29.9
32.9

(94 OCTANE)

Ethyl
(..c.JE

lade: relief.
and stencil

Relief process is done by
"cutting ritvay part of the surface of a blat block so that the
desired pattern stands up to provide a printing surface."

GASOLINE
Regular

.

Jet Charter
NEW
TRIP
ROUNDYORK
$1 345
plus tax

IN. Oakland: Dec. 20
Return: Jan. 5

RESERVE NOW!
LIMITED SPACE!

For application forms
phone or write
T.1.1 TRAVEL
60 N. First St.. San Joss
Ph. 293.1033
Alter 7 p.m. Ph. 251-4126

Only at 4th & Williams

Puritan Oil Co.

NO OTHER STORE OFFERS SUCH DISCOUNTS
USE OUR LAY-A-WAY BANKAMER1CARD, 1ST NAT. MASTER CHAR6E
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UNBELIEVABLE SAVINGS

ALL FAMOUS MAKES BOOTS - PANTS - PARKAS .
it
FAMOUS FRENCH IMPORT.
SKI PANTS 34:11:461101-.

4
I

THIS
QUIP 5nfi
WOMEN’S-Req. $49.50. Sixes i
to 20. Extra Short, Shorts, Regs, FORMERLY
USED FOR tors, Longs.
1491I
MEN’S-Ree. $55. Sixes 28 to 40 RENTAL
WE PROM iSED NOT
f.o
TO PU8LISri NAMES
RANDI
’ ,ti
TO PROTECT FRAN, ... !,,
CHISE DEALERS.
,,,,L,
WV ’ ’
te 29.
YOU’LL WANT
si.
-’:t915
,
,
41t
VRIVIll
SEVERAL PAIRS
FAMOUS BRAN: ’ .
ONE GROUP OF
I
SWISS ; AUSTRIAN
A R, $,NE PROMISED NOT TO
:FAMOUS MAKE
, WE CAN’T PUBLISH 997 $16 .;10. PUBLISH THE NAMES.
.:THE NAME
24 00 Former Rentals Incl.

.77
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STIC
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. . ,’ 411"1311
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..
1499

EPDXY SKIS
NEWEST FINEST CON
STRUCTION OUT WIFORMS M E T A L SKIS
EVERY WAY. MADE FA
MOUS BY
YA4AMA
4999
Req. 109.50 .
’

WE MADE A TERRIFIC
BUY ON THESE SUPERB
METAL SKIS WE NAVE
A FULL R A NG E OF
SIZES BUT SUPPLY LIM
!TED.
999
HURRY!
Rog 119 SO

6

1

en
77

. ii

. ,

FAMOUS BRAND
AMERICAN & FRENCH

sm pARKAs

iPARKAS.

99

6R eotto.

reoPen at 8:30 ’rhutsSade"
day night in the Lifeboat The- 1.
atre, 2350 the Alameda.
The play, starring David Stl-

By SUE AMON
Spartan
is a
"Myra Breckinridge"
mind blower.
Regardless of what you’ve
heard or haven’t heard about
Gore Vidal’s new bestseller. you
simply will not be prerstred for
what you find jammed between
the cover of the hottest paperback in print.
"Breckintidge" seems destined
to unite mother’s clubs in defense of purity and innocence as
no other book has done since
"Peyton Place."
All codes of normality and society’s view of proper sexual
behavior are dashed to pieces
as the reader is plunged, ever
so subtly, into the dangerous
and complex life of Woman, Myra Breckinridge.
Written in the form of a diary.
Myra’s train of thought is often
difficult to follow. She jumPs
from ideas about lousy cafeteria

1

food to deep psychological plots
designed to utterly destroy the
dominant role of the male in our
society.
The author’s talent is exemplified by his excellent portrayal of Myra’s womanly thoughts,
something difficult for a male to
do.

Nothing is sacred as Vidal
stabs at psychiatry, Hollywood,
the roles of men and women in
society, homosexuality, orgies
and marijuana.
The journey into the "other
vvorld" tends to leave Ve reader
cherishing the girl next door,
the all-Arnerican boy, mom, apple pie and the flag.
If practiced seriously, 1V1yra’s
philo.sophy would undoubtedly
result in drastic and undesirable
personality changes. Hopefully.,
Vidal’s masterpiece is the best
literary put-on around. Copies
are available at the Spartan
bookstore.
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5991 AFTER
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SLEDS-TO i GANs

"Key Largo," starring Hum-

799

phrey Bogart and Lauren Bacilli,
will be shown today at 3:30 and

are UP

7 p.m. in Morris Dailey Audi.

torium as the eighth film in the
Classic Film Series.
The movie, directed by John
Huston, is based on a play by
Maxwell Anderson and features
Lionel BruTymore arid Claire
Trevor who won an Academy
for Best Supporting
Award
Act ress.
The 1948 film release is sponsored by the College Union Program Board and the Audio
Visual Service Center.
-

ALES
RENTAL

ALL RoDs.REELs 1 oFF
MITCHELL - ST. CROIX - PENN - QUICK - RODDY - PFLEUGER - SOUTH BEND - OCEAN CITY
AND ALL TOP NAME BRANDS INCLUDED - HURRY.
COLLECTIDRS PARADISE
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WE RADE-RENT-BUY
GUNS and ,:liatd" - .
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ANIMIINITIO

’

Hand Guns All Types
loom 8.88
GUNS
GUN CASES from 1.99
GUN RACK.; from 2.99
itiOTGUNS from 29.99
RIFLES
from 19.99

TENTs ,,

CLIFIA1141=1111111811 1

FINAL REDUCTION
ON ALL FLOOR
MODEI.S A RENTALS

Author Sisay To Discuss
African Drama Tuesday

Classics to Show
Bogart and Bacall
In ’Key Largo

399

1 NYLON SHELL
BOY’S & GIRLS’ FAMOUS MAKE

14.99 ,

THERMAL
UNDER
WEAR,
Top, Bot.

L

5119%

99 PARKAS
TO

41999

Men & Womens

/

MADE BY
1!AMERICAN
, FRANCONIA
’ A’L SO FA ’MOUS NAME
. WE CANNOT
!MENTION.
Some irregulars

GLOVES
TOQUES
HATS

ONE SMALL GROUP
PFRENCH IMPORTS.

INDINGS - WAXES - LACES .-- BOOT TREES - SKI POLES - HUNDREDS OP.BARG

uNs.

’Marat/Sadel To Continue Run
Santa Clara University’s production of Peter Weiss’ "Marat/

"Contemporary African Drama" will be discussed by Mrs.
Delphine Olorunfemi Sisay Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the College
Theater.
Mrs. Sisay is the author of
two novels, n collection of poems
rind numerous newspaper coltunns, as well as a play.
From 1958 to 1963 she was a
columnist for the Daily Express

BOOTS
STRETCH PANTS Nell E
99

METAL SKIS

TURTLE
NECK
T SHIRTS

ROBERT MANNING, director of the SJS Symphony Orchestra
watches his two soloists, who will perform in tonight’s concert. Vocalist Janet Williamson will sing a soprano selection with the
Symphony while Jacqueline Salas, solo pianist, will be featured in
a selection by Chopin.
_
_
_
_

i . rh. "...Air
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The second and final performance of the SJS Symphony Orchestra’s opening concert will be
presented in Concert Hall tonight at 8:15 p.m.
Under the baton of Robert
Manning, assistant professor of
music, the Orchestra will perform "Overture to Der Freischutz" by Weber, "Concerto
No. 1 in E minor for Piano and
Orchestra, Op. 11" by Chopin.
"Shehrrazade, Three Poems for
Voice and Orchestra" by R,avel
and "Suite from the Opera
Merry Mount" by Howard Hanson.
The concerts mark Manning’s
debut with the SJS musicians.
He Was hired this year after
teaching and performing
throughout Southern California.
SJS music major and pianist
Jacqueline Salas clocked her
first solo appearance with the
Orchestra at last night’s opening. She has soloed with the
San Jose Young People’s Chamber Orchestra and the Pacific
Musical Society.
Senior Janet Williamson, vocalist, soprona, is making her
first Orchestra appearance during the concerts. She has appeared with the College Opera
Workshop and as soloist and
choir director in San Jose Area
churches.

Pooh Corner
Daily Stara Writer

RADE iNyor ,. . . I

UP
. TO

Final SJS
Symphony
Tonight,8:15

72
OFF

of London and the Nigerian
Morning Post. She has also been
a svriter for the Sierra Leone
Daily Mail as well ELS a television producer for Tuma Productions.
Mrs. Sisay served five years
with the Nigerian Broadcasting
Corporation, and from 196.3 to
1965 was the regional information officer for Africa.
She holds a B.A. degree from
Nottingham University and a
diploma in French language and
literature from L’Alliance Francaise-Paris.

Special Discount
FACULTY
STUDENTS
ALUMNI
Just present your staff or
ASB card
MOVIE & STILL
Supplies
EquIproont

Comoros
Projectors

developing - printing
repairs

joJe
CAMERA SHOP
can

245 South First

.

AUTO INSURANCE
Ages 17-25

Single or Married

New low rates for young drivers. Preferred risk or hard

ers and Robert Phelps, will conSaturday
Friday
and
tinue
nights

ESCAPE
Escape your daily dinner doldrums in a truly creative way.
Move up out of the ordinary
to the only Indonesian Cafe in
the area. You will enjoy such
exotic dishes as:
Gado-Gadt,
asi Ramie.<
A jam Djaniiii

SAN JOSE’S BEST
SELECTION!

Be

our guests tonight.

YOU CAN’T BEAT OUR
CHRISTMAS CARDS

Cere 9ndotte,:sk

42 DIFFERENT LINES

Closed Mon. & rues
44S W. San Cailos
Phone 297-99 l0

row Books Inc.

EWA

TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
Steven,’ Creek & ’Winchester
OPEN EVENINGS & SUNDAY

Spartan Daily Classifieds
Like Ringing 20,000
Doorbells

JET CHARTERS FROM L.A.
1. Jane 25-Sept. 4

S295

2. July 23-Sept. 3

Alum/Reuss

8285

3. July 24-Aug. 21

Loncl/Brum

$275

4. June 22-Sept. 15

Anist/Lond

S290

5. Aug. 7-Sept. 9

Amst/Lond

S281

One-way, Eabt/West-bound

BILL’S
COLLEGE
PHARMACY
Thanksgiving Cards
***************************t

SPECIALS

********************** *****
Q -Tips reg 98c - now 59c
Ultro-Brite reg 89c - now 65c
The place to go!
South 10th & E. William

- Suot

-

247 S027

E. William

PRESCRIPTIONS

SOLD
SPARTAN DAILY ADS
SELL FOR YOU

NEW HOURS
10:30-12:30 Tue.-Th.
9:30-12:30 MWF
1:30-3:30 DAILY
ROOM JC 206

DALE JENSEN INSURANCE

South
10th
Street

Micrin Antiseptic 18 oz. reg. $1.45
now 99c

to place risks accepted.

7221 Strivrins Creek Blvd. San Jose

8175

Prof. F. Peal - 247 Roycraft Ave.
_ Long Beach, 90803. 438-2179
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Ranked SJS Poloists Still Improving
The SJS water polo team is 16-3
on the season, ranked Nu. 2 in the
nation and corning off tui impres- ,
sive sweep of the California State’
College Water Polo Tournament.
Yet coach Lee Walton is sure;
his team can improve. And if the
Spartans show the progress Walton hopes for, the SJS team could
rise to the highest level in college
water polo.
Currently, SJS is ranked sec- I
ond in the nation behind UC Irvine. The Anteaters are 20-1 on
the season, the lone loss coming
at the handsof the Spartans.
With so many good things to
point up in the tournament win.
Walton took time out from his
plaudits to isolate a few mistakes.
"We made enough mistakes to
help them Cal State Long Beach)
score," Walton noted.
Even though Walton vvas able
to find some fault with the Spartans’ play, he said this was to the
team.s’ advantage.
"Lf we can win this tournament
and still make mistakes, think
what we can do when we iron
them out.
"This late in the season teams
believe they have reached their
full
potential,"
Walton
said.
"We’re still improving."

RESERVE STAN WEISS has scored 10 goals this season to rank
eighth in scoring for the Spartan water polo team. Weiss and
the other reserves have been praised by coach Lee Walton for
helping the team to a 16-3 season record and the No. 2 ranking
in college water polo.

Gridders Prepare
For Sun Devils
Of Arizona State

This improvement could carry
the Spartans to a victory in the
Pacific Coast Atheltic Association
Tourruunent in San Diego this
weekend. And improvement could
mean a shot at the National In-

vitational Tournament crown kind
the No. 1 ranking in the nation.
The National will be held Dec. 6-7.
While Walton found fault with
some of the team’s performances,
he was all praise for Greg Hind.
Statistics back Waltun’s claim.
Hind leads the team in scoring
with 52 goals on 107 attempts. He
has also garnered four assists and
has 17 stolen balls to his credit.
It is his defensive ability which
forces Walton to rank Hind ahead
of the nation’s other top water
polo players.
"Greg plays great defc)nse," Walton stated. ’"fhe rest of the supermen are not doing that."
But the Spartans are far from
a one-man team. In fact, the Spartans are more than just a first
team. Reserves have come in to
play outstanding water polo in
key situations for the Spartan,
this season.
Hob Wake, a reserve, is the
toion’s firth leading scorer Willi

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

20 goals. Stan Weiss 110), Craig
Sprain (9), Jim Williamson (8),
Nick Armstrong i i anti Scot t
Mobley (5) have all found the
cage in reserve roles for the Spartans,
Following Hind in the scoring
race is Tim Halley with 31 markers. Dennis Belli, who has contr.

on strong, has ’29 and Bill
27 to round out the top tot() I
, Prefuntaine, another late .
for the Spartans, and Dan Li:H.
complete the starters scoring v)
18 and 14 points, respectivels.
Belli tops the team in sti
with 51 while Prefontairie Je
in as,i1,1- with 1,1,alit

f

?ream "bullet’s,*

Answers Your Questions
About:

Payless Cleaners

Salaries
lob Opportunities
Career Advancement
Training Requirements

10% OFF REGULAR PRICES
WITH STUDENT BODY CARD
184 S. Second St.
751 E. Santa Clara

CALL 1)(;) 286-9622

Two locations to serve you

r

Or Cp and Mail Coupon
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Dining out is a unique elperienie Olen
you go to The Hold knight. Ion trill enjoy San JOSI’’S finest cuisine in a relaxing
atmosphere. and yei ire are chew to the
campus. In. also have a 2l-hinir coffee
shop to serve you.

A

Tim CID 1.Kitigilt
1600 SOUTH FIRST ST., SAN JOSE 293-7700

City

State

Prole

and see IBM
System 360 Computer
AUTOMATION
INSTITUTE
an Educational Affiliate of
Control Data Corporation
25 N. 14th San Jose, 95112

Ea., OrpOrt1),Iv e,p1,nr

exotic
drinks

The Sun Devils of Arizona State

19 ft MARKET

all it can handle when the teams
sne?t Saturday in Tempe.
. Coming off an impressive 46-12
victory over Brigham Young, the
Sun Devils possess speed, power,
and

a

ruelc-rib defense

All-American

linebacker

led

,

by

candi-

date Ron Pritchard.
Meanwhile the Spartans will
he trying to end their four-game
losing streak which started with
San Diego State and was extended
by the Washington State Cougars.
"We just didn’t cash in ou our
opportunities," said Spartan coach
Harry Anderson. "WSU took advantage when we made our mistakes and that was the game."
The Spartan defense played a
good game but offensive mistakes
cost SJS the game. Fumbles, pas.s
interceptions*, and dropped balls
proved too much for any team to
overcome as the Cougars poured
it on in the final 17 minutes to
win easily 46-0.
"Little tnistakes have hurt us
all year. All we can hope is that
we won’t repeat the same mistakes but sometimes vve do," said
Anderson.

Personal
Student
Advisor
Chris: So you’ve run
out of money and rediscovered the value of
people over thirty. Well,
fly home on PSA and
we’ll talk about it.
Love, Dad.
P.S. All you have to do is
phone your campus rep:
FRAN COHN
29S-7868

Leading the Spartans against
WSU vvere Jim Ferryman, Tony
Jackson, and Tem* Hostek. All
three accounted for 38 tackles
;wain,’ the Coo2ars.

From San Jose to L.A. or
Hollywood -Burbank, S13.50.
San D iego, $19.85. Super 727
Jets. PSA gives you a lift.
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I It 11. HS: I pm -1 pm everyday except Tuesday
7 pm -9 pm M, W, Th, F.

(lnler early for Christmas
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The kind of people to
whom cliallenge is a goad, not an excuse.
Sylvania Ewa,
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\Vim won’t be content to just sit around
until
get a gold %%awl) and a pension.
There’s a lot to he done. interesting,
pro\ neativr. \\ink fin ainiost every kind of
igineer and scientist.
For evaniple, in inn. Applied Research
1.aborator the newest sectors of theoretical and applied research in the areas of
mathematics. physics, computer systems,
eleetro-optics, information systems, and

Ass

h, arYv.,:eaCOrnPiettd

afttE

will give the SJS football team

Ee

operations studies are evplored.

\A’hether you lean toN+ard designing
for our teleelectronic switching s
clopment of
1flume companik or th.
electrolliminescent de% ices for fi> lvania,
we think we ha ea place for oft.
On one condition.
That there are no striler,, attached.

Generanblephone & Electronics

t Lief-Inc Automatic Electr lc Co.. Telephone Companies in 33 States General TelephOne Directory Co. GT8E Latavratorles GT&

E.

International

tMIP

Spartaguide

Job Interviews

TODAY
Epsilon Eta Sigma, 2:30 p.m.,
F0104. Imrvirtant election and a
guest speaker.
4’o-Ree, 7:30 p.m., PF:R101. Operation Thanksgiving. Admission,
one can of foal. Also a variety
of recreational activities,
Student California Teachers Association, 3 p.m., ED100. Open to
all interested students. Dr. Phelps
will speak about recent legislation
in education.
Scholar - in- Residence Program,
1:30 p.m., Monis Dailey, "Basic
Oriental Philosophy Class." 9:15
p.m. Morris Dailey, "The Parable
of the Dollar - Symbol or ,
Reality?’’
Spaghetti Feed, 11:30-1:30. Newman Center, 79 S. First St. All
you can eat, 40 cents.
Marriage Preparation Course,
Newman Center, 7:30 p.m Fr.
Largente will celebrate Mass wilb
the group and engaged erniple,
will be invited to formalize their
engagement in a special ceremony.
Fr. Vi’illiam McNamara, a Carmelite priest, will spt-alc on "The
Art of Being Human," 3:30-5 p.m.
in JCL41. Co-sponsored by Newman Center and Experimental College.
German Club, 4:30 p.m., in back
of f acu I ty IYN)in Of Cafeteria.
Speaker to talk on current social
and political events in Germany.
Guests welcome.
S.A.NL, 6:30 p.m., Caesar’s on
Second Street. Social hour, followed by dinner and speaker.

Band-Aide Tryoufs
Set Monday, Dec. 2

January graduates may sign
up flor appidni mentos In the
Placement Center, 122 K. Ninth
St., Building AA. Signal’s begin
14101 Tile...It:1Y before and up to
the doy of the inters Jew.
TODAY (Nov. 20)

BS Bus., Acctg., Manpower Admin.; MBA.
Rayehem Corp. Majors, BS, MS
Chem E., ME. IF:, IT.
W. T. Grant Co. Nlajors, Business.
Naval Missile Center. Majors,
BS NIS EF:, ME, Physics.

United Technolosry Center. Ma- THURSDAY (Nov. 21)
jors, :ME, EF:, 1E, Ind. Tech.,
California State Personnel
Chem. E.
Board. Majors, BS/MS CE.
Fedend Reserve Bank of San
Kaiser Steel 4.orp. Majors,
Francisco. Majors, Econ., I3us. Ad- BS,MS EE, ME, I.T., Gen. Engr.
min., Lib. Arts, IE, Acctg.
Arthttr Young and Co. Major,
Lockheed Missiles and Space Co. 13S, NIS Accounting
Majors, 13A BS, MA MS Math,
Physics, EE, ME, IF:, Ind. Tech.

Umbrellas
Umbrellas
Umbrellas
Umbrellas

Allstate Insurance Co, Majors,
Bus. Admin., Any major.
American Can Co. Majors,
Mgmt., HuBA/ BS Ind. Tot.,
manitits and Arls (for Mktg.).
Kink of America. Majors,
BS NIS Bus ; BA MA Econ., Liberal Arts.
Pan American Petroletun Corp.
Majors, BS MS Geology.
United States Steel Corp. Majors, 13S MS Chem. E., CE, EE.
IF:, NIE, Physics, Math, Gen. Engr.:

Q BOOK

N, STORE, INC.

Cutter Laboratoriev, Inc. Ma
jors. BS. MS, Bus. %%Jill emphasis
in Finance or Accre ; 1\113A.
Lybrand, RON% lirot hers and
Majors,
BS MliA
Montg
-ry.
Acctg.
FRIDAY (Nov. 22)
Western Gear Corp. Majors.
ME, EE, Bus., Acetg., Ind. Relations.
Naval Weapons Center, Majors,
BS NIS EE, ME, Physics, Math.
California State Personnel
Board. Nlajnts, T1S MS CE.

Band-Aides Will hold their annual tryouts Monday, Dec. 2, at
3:30 p.m. in PER279.
New Band -Aide members are
chosen on the basis of how, quickly
and how vvell the applicant "picks
up" new dance routines.
No prior experience is required
and all applicants are asked to
wear bermuda shorts and tennis
shoes.
Band -Aides meet Monday,
Wednesday and Friday from 3:30
to 5:20 p.m. during the fall semester, and as part of the Marching Band, each girl receives one
unit of credit.

Wednesday. November 20, 19613

Come Fly With

’So

UNITED
STEWARDESS
United has the world’s largest Jet Fleet, which mans more opportunity
to fly to more places and meet more people.

After 51/2 weeks of training, you may graduate to this exciting life.
You my qualify if you are at least 191/2 years of ag, 5’2" to 5’9" in
height, personable, attractive, with a clear complexion, and single.

for full-time employment beginning
next summer will be held on this campus on

Interviews

Call

Shou

the Student Placement
for an appointment

At
SD

Office

If this is not convenient. call the
San Francisco Regional Employment Office

The holidays offer the perfect time to take the family
oat to dinner. Here, itt our relaxing atmosphere. yott
can enjoy sizzling steaks or sumptuous seafoods served
for a metnorable occasion. Reserve your table early.

(415) 342-9228
AWN,

UNITED

AIR LINES

By F

For Reservations
Phone 292-1266

An Equal Opportunity Employer

NEW 360 HEAD SKIS, i80 cm with
unmounted Marker bindings. Best offer
over $100. NEW AM -FM VW radio.
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 per Cost $120. Best offer over $40.294-8722.
,.ear for married, good students. Also,
excellent savings for single men over
tiELP WANTED 141
21. Call George Campbell 244-9600.
WOMAN. Full or Peri-time
AN Earthquake is coming
OR
MAN
according to your school sched. Ice
An EARTHQUAKE Is Coming
Cream Vending Truck Route. 30-50%
AN EARTHQUAKE IS COMING
DO YOU LIKE OLD BOOKS? SJS Comm. Good earnings. 358 N. MontAn’ gue magazines? Fine gomery. 297-4228. 9-11 a.m. Mr. Elliot+.
nnias gifts? See a large COLLEGE GIRLS. Work for the S. F.
.
;
’eresting items on a Chronicle in our Sunnyvale office selling
v,
- ,b1,1s. Visit the Trinity Epis- trial subscriptions. Working hours will
San Jose Antiques Show/Sale. fit your schedule. Average pay is $2.25
cc:
(Liceertipn 1.25) McCabe Hall, Civic per hour. Call for interview appointAud. Thur.. Fri.: Noon to 10. Sat.: Noon ment 738.1818.
to 7. Say H; to the Scotland Yard booth
MEN AND WOMEN
(Books. e.
We have
I openings in our San
Jose office for pleasant part time work.
Choice of hours. No exp. necessary.
AUTOMOTIVE 121
$2.00 per hour to Bart. Cell 287-0292.
COED TO COOK 5 nights/wk. for 2
Call
Clean.
male
students in exch. for free meals.
$800.
JEEP.
MILITARY
’54
Clean apt. once/wk. Will pay. Cell
967.7733 after 4 p,m.
’65 SUZUKI 250 cc. Must sell. $200. 286-3026 1-3 or aft. 8 p.m.
WE NEED HELP
Call Laura 259-6227.
’66 HONDA S-65, 4 sp. 50 mph. Runs New Company, choose your own hours.
ie new, tools and license. A steal at Work for yourself or for us. Direct
Sales and Sales Management. Call 297.
$125. 287-4986.
5109 between 4 6 p.m.
’66 TR ()Seca TT Special. Street
equipped flake paint, chrome, very MY CHEVY VAN IS BROKEN. Will pay
you to fix. Cd C.Irin. 297-34966.
clean. 5825. 295-5211.
MGA 1967. New Engire, British Racing NEED MALE DANCERS. I II train. Call
Green, very good shape. $900 or offer.
9WI01 MAN : CLE
27Y9 511- 21 SI T8 .155 wpm)
287.5836.
colt SALE. ’62 VW Bus. Very clean. $1.65/hr. P.T./hrc. flex.; aft.. pref. Some
-.verhauled. New battery. 66,000 Sat. Vac full time. Wholesale Nursery,
SJ. 296-2902. Ask for Mr. Sere,.
Call 867.1623.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. 470 S.
1 1th. Apt #6, $54/mo. Call Colette
298-1414. ext. 47 or 287-7283.
HOUSE FOR RENT: family, unfurn., 2
story, 5 blks. from campus, opts. drps.,
appliances. 4 bdrm., 2 bath, derm.,
livrm. w/firepl. $250 lease. Call 2946414. Ext. 2277 or 2480.
DEC. I. NEED GIRL ROOMMATE,
share luxury apt. near campus. Fireplace, $55/mo. 287-1640. Sherry. after 5.
FEMALE UPPER DIV. or Grad to share
lg. 3 bdrm. house w/3 girls near campus. Call 293-2170. Own room.
APARTMENT FOR RENT to 4 girls. 2
bdrm., 2 bath. $200. Contact Mgr. at
508 S. Ilth. 5-7.
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share
I bdrrn apt. Clean & quiet. $55/mo.
Call Patti after 5 at 297-5601. 417 S.
9th #2.
QUIET, CLEAN, CONSIDERATE female
to share 2 bdrm. apt. 508 S. I Ith #I3.
Call 287.3949 after 7 p.m.
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share
2 bdrm. apt near campus. Rent $55/mo
Call 287-6028. Immediately.
2 APTS FOR RENT: I now: 1 Dec. 1st.
$155 & $140. 3 people only. Contact
Mgr.: 495 E Williams St. 298-6381.

’59 PONTIAC CATALINA. New brake.s
r best offer, Contact
9th. 293-9663.
1963 VW R/H rxood tires, new en
55,000 mi. $800/best
:
7a6-9747.
offer. r

ANNOUNCEMENTS (11

Christian Silence Organization.
7:30 p.m., College Memorial
Chapel.
Alpha Eta Sigma, all day field
trip to Peat, Markiek, Mitchell
and U.S. Customs Office in Sall
Francisco. Sign-up on bulletin
board, third floor of Library.
Danee Studio Hour, 6-7 p.m..
PER262, Dance Studio. Presenting
"Ethnic Night."
Scholar - in - Residence Program,
1:30 p.m., Allen Hall Lounuc
"Problems of Identity Seminar."
Japanese -American Students Organization. 5 p.m., 33 S. Sixth SI
Apt. 4. General meeting,
Angel Flight, 7 p.m., MH2S:1
General meeting. bring Thank -giving cans.
SJS Ski Club, 7 p.m., PER261;
Dry land ski school. For stork-iv,
who have never skiied.
fui,damentals of safety and equipment.
Theology Workshop. 7:30 p.m.,
Newman Center. "The Church and
the Community." Bring paint,
brush, crayons, and paper.
Circle K, 5:30 p.m., FID411.
Guest David Duvenak of Friends
Out_sicle. Also. board mceting following regular meeting.
Rho Epsilon, 7:30 p.m.. First
American Title Co.. 675 N. Mist
St. Speaker Harold A. Galloway,
chief attorney of Legal Aid Society of Santa Clara Count y
Topic: "Fair Housing."
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LOS7 AND FOUND 161

IRONING done in my home at reason.
able rates. Call 298-1787. 418 #1 Willard Ave.

PERSONALS 171

TRANSPORTATION 19)

"IGUANA CRAWLS!"
led other outrageous bumper sticker:
50c ea. or 3/$1. 357 S. 4th #4.

NEED RIDE TO ARIZONA STATE. W.I1
driving. Want to
snare
L, Fri. Call 286-6875.
leave

MOTHER OLSON’S BOARDING
HOUSE Best food in town. Linen &
SERYICES 181
maid service. On campus 237 E. San
Fernando
off
122
N.
8th.
$26.50/wk.
RENAULT
RENT
A
STEREO OR TV FROM
rebuilt engine. Hi ’59
corer, .
,
Is. Runs wall, must 293-6345.
ESCHES. Free delivery, free service
sell! Bd.! Vreng/ 287.1595 or 269-9056. NEED ROOMMATE. Nice one.bedroorn No centre& Call 251-2598
pvn,inro.
apartment. $50/month. Call 287.7449. FAST. EFFICIENT TYPING SERVICES,
CORVAIR ’61 Bad seal STUDENT TO SHARE I bdrrn. apt. 502 Los Altos Area, IBM equip. 10 type
styles. 948-178 I.
r5S4 Eunice. S. 4th. #6. Phone 297-6249.
ROOMMATE WANTED to share apt. SPEEDY ACCURATE TYPIST. Esperi
1/2 block from campus. $40/mo. Call enced & Responsible. Will Edit. 21/2
FOR SALE 13)
286-1465 after 8 o rn.
mi. from SJS. Mrs. Aslanian. 298.4104.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

1NvESTORS: 80 acres. $750 per acre.
Bear Creek rd. Redwood
R.
.
i ,t.nk. 30 min. from SJ.
?QAT,
Own’s,
CLASSICAL LP 5: Entire collection must
go, barcq,,e to modern. Mono $1,
Stereo $2 or less. 354-2004.

AMPEX 1150 Tape Deck, Auto. Rev. 1
mo. old. W/base and cover. Make of
fer. Call Doug 286.9892.

No refunds pomade on canceled ads. Print your ad hate:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces tor each line)

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One day

One day

3
4
5
6

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.00
2:50
3.00
3.50-

2.25
2.7r
3.25
3.75

2.40
2.903.40
3.90

2.50
3.00
3:5-04.00

’45

.50

.50

.50

.50

linos
lines
linos

lines

Add this
a tuount for
each addi
tional line

Three days

Four days

Five days

Automotive (2)
n For gale (11

(1)

[21 Personals (7)
Help Wanted (4)
0 Services (8)
0 Housing (5)
n Last and Found (6) n Transportation (9)
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CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
Ej Announcements

Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206

Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Daily
Classifieds.
Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2465

STEREO $ Cartridge Tape player.
portable - $35. Sears TV portable $30. Call 287.3585, Ask for Dave.
SCANDALLI 20C ACCORDION. $1195
new, askini $450. Call Terry et 298.4628
or 297-9963.

of self
ajor".credopipt
But tl

and he

To Place
an ad:

MWF
9:30-11:30

TR-4 Mags. 4 eight spoke American
Mags. Magnesium - fits Triumph. $145
Call Spenrer 298.1781.

s t rAi cf et eris.
tense sit
:thuadregnetds

might I

Tues.-Thurs.
10:30-12:30

BRAND NEW TOOLS FOR Christmas.
Wood Lathe -- $15; Radial Drill Press
- $37.50; Jointer - $29; Table Saw
8" - $24 . . . Manning Bowman Electric Hand Tools: 1/4" Drill - $9.95:
3/8" Drill. 2 -speed - $14: Sabre Saw
- $14; Power Saw 7" - $27.50. 60
E. San Fernando. Phone 292.044)9. 1
block from campus.

Spartt
A shot
the Studc
ciety (SI
today .
torium al
lexpresseil
dents an
San Frig

yespossteibrdiel

Daily
1:30 to 3:30

FLYING COUNTRY CLUB member
ship for 6 rno. Over 20 planes availabln
at discounted rates. Call 258-9803.

Two days

EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING. Electric. Masters - Reports - Dissertation..
Marianne Tamberg. 1924 Harris Ave.
Call 371-0395. San Jose.
CUSTOM - MADE CONTEMPORARY
rings for getting engaged, married,
sharing water. George Larimore. Old
Town. Los Gatos. 354.8804.
ANNOUNCING THE ALL NEW SAN
JOSE BARBER COLLEGE. Located at
145 WEST SANTA CLARA ST. Across
from Hibernia Bank. HELP WANTED:
Have work for part.time janitor. Haircuts $1.00, All work done exclusively
by students. Visit the new SAN JOSE
BARBER COLLEGE. Courteous, effective service, the ultra -modern Berber
College. The latest techniques. To reach
the College, go west on Sante Clare.
TYPING - THESIS, term papers, etc
experienced & fast. Phone 269-8674.
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast,
Accurate. minor editing. Mrs. Barter.
Phone 244-6581.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Thesis, term
papers. etc. Call 258-4335.
TYPING. IBM Pica. Experienced 2436313. 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
LEARN TO FLY. Special student rates
on my airplane, $7.50 per hour plus
instructor. Call 298.1978 after 5 p.m.
TV’S FOR RENT. Special student rates.
$8.00 per month. Call 377-2935.

LOST: SCHWIN 10 -Speed gold bike.
Body #JC0396, no questions asked.
REWARD: Call 297.4962 after 7.

FOR SALE: Metal Skis, 200 cm. et.
cond. $50 or best offer, Call Jeff 287.
7813.

11C)% OFF
Wifh this

3re rehced

HOUS/NG (Si

2 JUDO SUITS. Large size. Good con 794.1903.
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A United Stewardess holds a position of respect and responsibility.
During her first year, she averages $425 per month plus expenses for
70 to 05 hours flying time.
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